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ing tide of foreign culture while rejecting its deleterious
elements. And in the comprehensive impulse which
Mahatma Gandhi generated, in Satyagraha, in the re-asser-
tion of Ahifisa andSatya as absolute values in life, Gujarata
emerged as the embodiment, the voice, the spirit of tri-
umphant Aryan culture as expressed through modern
conditions. Periods, dominated by ideals and heroic action
have often been known to alter fundamentally the outlook
of races. And it is not unnatural to expect that post--.
Gandhian Gujarata will continue to represent some great
aspects of Aryan culture at their best.
Further, this impact of India with the West has proved
creative, altered conditions, and reshaped Ar-
cSonfS in yan culture itself. In the past the conditions
were generally unsettled; social habits and-
forms were held together by the unity of unreflective influ
ences; and the idealogy was mainly drawn from Samskrtic
sources. During the last century, however, the straight
waistcost of enforced peace has brought its compensation
in the shape of commercial and cultural advancement and
of a burning desire for reorganisation. Contact with the
great living currents of European culture has brought forth
a sturdy renaissance. The unreflective processes have
been replaced by deliberate, collective action and purposive;
efforts towards a fuller life. And the vast resources of,
modern civilization have brought an intensity and speed
unknown to human endeavour before.
The most powerful of the unconscious processes of the
past, in Gujarata as elsewhere -in India, was
Casie-consc!- caste-consciousness. It included conscious-
cusness	r        ,	,	,,      c      ,      , .,   .
ness of one s own caste as the fixed oroit m
whichJife life was predestined to move, belief in gatura-
varnya as the divinely appointed harmony of functional
groups, and loyalty to the guidance of the Brahmanas. But,
now, it has undergone an important change in Gujarata.
Agressive individualism declines to treat men only as
means to any social purpose, however divinely ordained.
Caturavarnya as an eternal structure attracts the faith of
only a diminishing minority. The Brahma pa priest is looked
upon more as a monopolist to be jealous of, or a dependent

